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Abstract
The knowledge of hydrogen bonds is important in a wide range of scientific fields. However,
information on the electronic state of hydrogen bonded molecules in liquids and solutions is still
limited. We applied X-ray emission and absorption spectroscopy to observe the electronic state
around oxygen of water and investigate the solvent dependence of occupied and unoccupied valence
electronic states of water in acetonitrile, 3-methylpyridine, and ethylenediamine at room temperature
under atmospheric pressure. Based on the direct comparison of the spectra, the pronounced variation
of the unoccupied 2b2 state of water in acetonitrile and 3-methylpyridine was assigned to difference
of the dipole-dipole interaction and the donor hydrogen bond. For ethylenediamine solution, an
enhancement of the peak structure in the post-edge region of X-ray absorption spectra and an evident
shoulder structure on the higher energy side of the occupied 1b1 state in X-ray emission spectra were
observed. Although ethylenediamine has two amino groups that can form the hydrogen bonds as a
proton donor, obtained results indicate that the amino groups of ethylenediamine also act as a proton
acceptor in the hydrogen bond between water molecules. A systematic peak intensity variation of the
pre-edge peak corresponding to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, 4a1, was also found
through the comparison of three organic solvents. Since the peak intensity tends to decrease with
increasing the number of hydrogen bonds, the results can be interpreted by the covalency of
hydrogen bond.
Introduction
Intermolecular interactions play important roles in the properties and reactions of molecules in
liquids. In particular, the hydrogen bond is important in a wide range of scientific fields, including
physics, chemistry, and biology. For example, intramolecular hydrogen bonds retain the structure
and function in biological molecules such as proteins and DNA. Hydrogen bonding in cellulose
polymers of wood or cotton is responsible for their physical strength. In addition, the hydrogen bond
is involved in the catalysis of enantioselective synthesis.1 The hydrogen bond is also linked to the
efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cells because the contamination of water in acetonitrile decreases
the efficiency of the cell due to the adsorption of water on the surface by hydrogen bonding.2 Since
the understanding of the hydrogen bonding can promote a wide range of research, many
spectroscopic techniques has been used to determine the structure and character of hydrogen
bonding networks. However, the understanding of hydrogen bonds is still limited considering its
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importance, and further information on the electronic state in liquids and solutions is required.
Recently, spectroscopic techniques using soft X-rays, such as X-ray emission spectroscopy
(XES) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), have been applied to liquid water.3-6 High
resolution XES studies on liquid water revealed that XES is sensitive to chemical environments
including hydrogen bonds, and exhibits two sharp peaks in the lone pair region.7, 8 Since this
discovery, XES spectra of liquid water have been extensively studied. 9-16 Spectral variations of
water in XAS and XES have been reported for water molecules in a micelle lattice,17 aqueous
solutions,13, 18 binary mixtures19-22 and used as tools to detect the local environment around a water
molecule. XAS and XES probes electronic states via electron transitions; i.e. XAS probes occupied
valence electronic states via transitions of core electrons to valence unoccupied orbitals, and XES
probes occupied valence electronic states via transitions of valence electrons filling core hole
generated by electronic excitation such as X-ray absorption. Therefore, it is important to clarify the
relationship between the spectra and intermolecular interactions for XAS and XES for further
understanding of the electronic state in liquids and solutions.
In this report, we focus on the binary mixtures of water and organic solvents. There have been
reports on XAS and XES of water/acetonitrile,19, 20 heavy water/acetonitrile21 and heavy water
/3-methylpyridine22, while the solvation dependence of the electronic structure of water in organic
solvents is unclear. Therefore, we investigated the solvation dependence of O1s XAS and XES
spectra of water molecules dissolved in organic solvents which do not contain oxygen atoms. Owing
to the element selectivity of these methods, the use of organic solvents without oxygen atoms has the
advantage because the obtained spectra directly reflect information about the molecular orbitals
(MOs) of water in solvents. In our previous study of D2O/3-methylpyridine mixture22, we found that
XES spectra of diluted solution exhibited simple three peaks structure similar to D2O in the gas
phase and concluded that the water molecules are solvated by the organic solvent without direct
water-water interactions. Hence, highly diluted solutions were chosen as samples to observe
interactions between water molecule and organic solvents.
The solvent dependence of O1s XAS and XES spectra for D2O water diluted in solutions of
acetonitrile (AN), 3-methylpyridine (3MP), and ethylenediamine (EDA) was successfully detected
and the spectral variation of XAS for water in AN and 3MP was analyzed using theoretical
calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT). The organic solvents compared here are
typical solvents that have different interactions with water molecules. EDA has two amino groups
that can form hydrogen bonds as donor. 3MP has a nitrogen atom in the pyridine ring that can act as
an acceptor site for a hydrogen bond23, 24. The interaction between water and AN in the diluted
solution was dominated by dipole-dipole interactions according to a study that used X-ray diffraction
combined with IR spectroscopy.25 Therefore, the results provide important information on how
intermolecular interactions affect the occupied and unoccupied valence electronic structures, i.e.,
MOs, of water. In addition, the successful detection of pronounced solvation dependence in the
spectra provides an experimental proof of the sensitivity of these methods for hydrogen bonds.
Method
O 1s XES and XAS experiments were performed at the SPring-8 synchrotron radiation facility
using the soft X-ray beamline BL17SU.26, 27 All the spectra were measured using a liquid flow cell
with a 150 nm-thick Au-coated thin-film SiC window (NTT Advanced Technology Co., Japan) to
separate the liquid flow at atmospheric pressure from the high-vacuum region (see Ref.28 for details
of the liquid flow cell). The XAS spectra were recorded as total fluorescence yields using a standard
100 mm2 Si photodiode (IRD AXUV-100, Opto Diode Corp., USA) facing the window. The
photoelectrons emitted from the window were eliminated by placing an electrically biased mesh
screen in front of the photodiode. Circularly polarized X-rays were used for both XES and XAS
measurements to gain a higher photon flux. The energy resolution of the O 1s XAS measurements
was about 0.1 eV. The energy resolution of the O 1s XES measurements was about 0.35 eV.
The samples were prepared by mixing the organic solvents, 3-methylpyridine (99.0%), acetonitrile
(99.8%), and ethylenediamine (99.0%), with heavy water (D2O 99.9%, Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, Inc., USA). All organic solvents were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries
Ltd., Japan and were used without further purification. Heavy water (D2O) was chosen to minimize
2
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the core-hole induced effect,29 which results in the peak broadening of XES spectra. To investigate
water molecules solvated without water-water hydrogen bonding interactions, low-concentration
solution of D2O was prepared. Appropriate concentration of diluted solutions of D2O was
determined with aid of previous studies. For AN-water mixture, an X-ray diffraction study combined
with IR spectroscopy 25 revealed that the dipole-dipole interaction becomes a dominant interaction
for lower concentration below water molar fraction of 0.3, while water-water hydrogen bonds are
evident in the mixtures for higher concentration. For 3MP- water mixture, our previous study using
XAS and XES 22 shows that D2O molar fraction of 0.2 is almost enough to achieve solvated water
molecule without water-water interaction. For EDA-water mixture, as far as we know, experimental
information is still limited to decide appropriate concentration. However, ethylenediamine interact
with water molecule by hydrogen bonds30, 31 and should easily solvate water molecule through
hydrogen bonds in the mixture. Thus, appropriate concentration for EDA-D2O solution should not be
far from that of AN and 3MP solution. Finally, samples with molar fraction XD2O=0.1, which should
be dilute enough to achieve solvated water molecule without water-water interaction for all of three
organic solvents investigated here, were prepared for XAS measurements. In XES measurements,
the signal intensity was low due to low acceptance angle of the spectrometer compared to the
photodiode. As a result, we need to increase concentration to get reliable data to XD2O=0.17, and that
of 3MP solution was XD2O=0.2 for AN solution and 3MP solution. However, selected concentration
is still dilute enough to achieve solvated water molecule without water-water interaction according
previous studies mentioned above.22, 25
All XAS and XES spectra were measured at room temperature. As detailed in our previous
report,22 the background signals from oxygen impurities in the SiC window, i.e., surface natural
oxides, were estimated by measuring the XAS and XES spectra of pure solvents and subtracted them
from the spectra of all samples.
Spectrum calculations for XAS were performed using half core-hole wave functions within the
framework of a transition potential method32 by the StoBe-deMon code, 33 which calculates the
intensity of each peak structure in the XAS spectra by evaluating the dipole transition probabilities
between core and valence orbitals.34 The core-excited oxygen atom was described using the
IGLO-III basis of Kutzelnigg et al.,35 and the non-core-excited oxygen atom was described by
effective core potentials.36 (5211/411/1) and (311/1) basis sets were applied to the carbon and
hydrogen atoms, respectively. To determine the energy position of the excited states, normal
∆Kohn-Sham calculations were performed to compute the ionization energies of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and core orbital. Because of the difficulty in determining a
reliable model for the molecular geometry in solution, the molecular geometry was optimized as a
complex of one water molecule and one or two molecules of organic solvent without surrounding
solvents. Geometry optimizations of clusters were performed using Gaussian 0937 at the
MP2/cc-pVTZ level.
Results
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the O 1s XES spectra of pure D2O, and D2O diluted in acetonitrile
(D2O/AN), 3-methylpyridine (D2O/3MP), and ethylenediamine (D2O/EDA). D2O molar fractions
(XD2O) of the samples are around 0.1–0.2 as indicated in the labels besides each spectrum. The
excitation energy for the XES measurement was 550 eV, i.e., non-resonant excitation. The
non-resonant XES spectrum of water vapor (D2O) reported previously by Weinhardt et al. 38 was
also plotted for comparison. Because of the low signal intensity of the X-ray emission from diluted
water in the solvents, the S/N ratio of each mixture sample spectra is worse than that the spectrum of
pure D2O water.
Since the selected organic solvents have no oxygen atoms in their molecular structures, O1s XES
spectra reflect the electronic structure of D2O molecule in the samples. The spectral features of O1s
XES on water vapor reflect the occupied valence orbitals, 1b2, 3a1, and 1b1. 4 6, 38 The corresponding
three components are also well resolved in the XES profile of water in organic solvents. Compared
to the spectra of liquid water, which shows peak splitting in the lone pair 1b1 state, XES spectra of
diluted water in AN and 3MP exhibited simple spectral shapes with only three peaks seen for D2O in
the gas phase. This is because the water molecules are in a solvated state without water-water
3
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interactions in contrast to the complex hydrogen bonding network of bulk liquid water.
XES spectra of D2O/AN mixture is consistent with previously reported XES spectra using liquid
microjet21 by taking differences of sample condition, such as pressure and temperature, into account
(see Electronic Supplementary Information for a comparison of the spectra). The AN solution
showed a fine peak for the 1b1 state with peak width of 0.8 eV (FWHM), which is slightly broader
than the peak width for gaseous D2O. The 1b1 peak was shifted about 0.35 eV toward lower energy
compared to that in gaseous D2O. The 1b2 state was also shifted about 0.35 eV lower energy
compared to that in the gas phase. However, the peak width was almost the same as gaseous D2O
around 2 eV (FWHM). The structure corresponding to the 3a1 state appeared in between the 1b1 and
1b2 peaks. Interestingly, the peak shape was different from the gas phase D2O peak and had a broad
trapezoidal shape.
The 3MP solution also showed the 1b1 peak shifted by around 0.5 eV towards lower energy
compared to that in gaseous D2O. The 1b2 peak appeared at almost the same energy position and
had a comparable width to that of the AN solution. The structure corresponding to 3a1 has a
symmetric shape, which is different from the AN solution, but similar to that in the gas phase
D2O. The peak position shifted about 0.5 eV toward lower energy compared to that in the gas
phase D2O.
The EDA solution has a slightly different tendency in terms of its spectral shape. The EDA
solution has the corresponding 1b1 structure, but it also has a shoulder structure on the higher
energy side. The 3a1 structure is broad and ambiguous compared to that of the gas phase, AN,
and 3MP solutions. The 1b2 structure appeared at around 0.6 eV higher energy position
compared to that of the gas phase water.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the O 1s XAS spectra of heavy water (D2O) diluted in AN, 3MP,
and EDA mixtures, pure D2O, and water (H2O) in the gas phase reported by Myneni et al.4 XAS
spectra of the binary solutions were normalized to have the same intensity at a non-resonant region
around 548 eV. The concentration of samples is 0.1 in water molar fraction (XD2O) as indicated by
the labels besides each spectrum. The peak structures in the measured spectrum of pure liquid D2O
were not clear because of the saturation effect on the fluorescence yield detection;39 therefore, a
correction for the saturation effect was necessary and applied based on a previous report of
saturation correction for XAS.39 Once corrected for the saturation effect, three structures, the
pre-edge (535 eV), main-edge (537−538 eV), and post-edge (539−541 eV), become apparent and
match the previously reported XAS spectrum for liquid water.6 For highly diluted samples, the
saturation effect is typically negligible.40 In fact, XAS spectra of D2O/AN are consistent with the
previously reported spectra of H2O/AN acquired using X-ray Raman scattering (XRS) which
provides the same information of XAS without suffering the saturation effect by using high energy
X-rays20.
The 4a1 and 2b2 peaks of the water molecule show differences in solvation dependence. The
electronic state corresponding to 4a1 commonly appears as a pre-edge structure around 534−535 eV.
However, the peak energy and intensity are different in different solvents. 2b2 derived state appears
as a pronounced peak structure at 536.5 eV in AN. In EDA and 3MP solutions, a broad structure
around 537 eV is evident with a similar shape to that seen in pure D2O. The post-edge structure
observed around 540eV for liquid water also shows solvation dependence. While the post-edge
structure almost disappears in the 3MP solution, the post-edge structure is enhanced in the EDA
solution.
Here, it should be mentioned on the consistency of obtained spectra with the experimental data
using a liquid microjet. Recently, an experimental study using a liquid microjet in vacuum reported
that O1s XAS spectra using a liquid flow cell contain artifacts induced by “structuring due to
interaction with a membrane” based on the comparison of experimental data using a liquid cell41 and
a liquid microjet19. However, the spectra obtained here resemble the reported spectra of liquid
microjet.19 Therefore, we concluded that the effect of membrane window is negligible for our liquid
flow cell design28.
Discussion
4
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The three organic solvents investigated are different in terms of their expected interactions with
water diluted in the solvents. EDA has two amino groups that can act as a hydrogen bond donor.
According to calorimetric measurements of the 3MP solution of water,24 water molecules have
hydrogen bond that connects to a nitrogen site of 3MP, which act as a hydrogen bond acceptor, in the
diluted sample. AN also has a nitrogen site that can form hydrogen bonds as an acceptor. However,
the interaction between water and AN in the diluted solution, molar fraction of water XH2O ≤ 0.1,
was dominated by dipole-dipole interactions according to a study of X-ray diffraction combined with
IR spectroscopy.25
Spectral variations in O1s XAS and XRS for water molecules were reported for reverse
micelles,42 aqueous solutions,13, 43, 44 and high-pressure, high-temperature water.45 These variations
were used as a tool for detecting the local environment around a water molecule. However, there are
some arguments on the assignments of the variation in the O1s XAS spectra of water and aqueous
solutions.46, 47 Therefore, the discussion here will begin with a comparison of XAS spectra for a
simpler system, water diluted in 3MP, where water molecules form hydrogen bonds as a donor to
3MP.
In terms of unoccupied MOs, the 2b2 state (536 eV in the gas phase) shows clear solvation
dependence. The 2b2 is apparent only for the AN solution in the three investigated organic solutions.
The 3MP and EDA solution shows a broad structure around 537 eV with a similar shape to that of
liquid D2O. Therefore, it is possible to consider the 2b2 state is sensitive to the presence of a
hydrogen bond.
The Rydberg state, which appeared as a fine peak series at around 537–539 eV 4, 48, 49 for isolated
gas phase water, did not have a corresponding peak for the water diluted in 3MP. The missing of
Rydberg states were common for all the dilute D2O solutions investigated in this report. According to
the literature, the Rydberg states are sensitive to the hydrogen bond configuration.50 Therefore, it is
possible to assume that the Rydberg states disappear due to the solvation interaction in a solution.
To further investigate the variation of XAS spectra, spectral calculations of O1s XAS were
performed. A complex containing one water molecule was chosen because the systems under
investigation are highly diluted solutions. For simplicity, 1:1 complex of water-3MP and AN-water
were calculated at first.
Fig. 2 shows the calculated O1s XAS spectra for an isolated water molecule, a water-AN complex
and a water-3MP complex. Optimized geometries of each complex are schematically shown in the
left side of the figure (see Electronic Supplementary Information for optimized geometries in xyz
coordinates). The calculated XAS spectrum of an isolated water molecule shows pronounced 4a1 and
2b2 peaks resembles the experimental XAS spectra of gas phase water. While the water-AN complex
shows an evident 2b2 peak structure, this peak structure is completely diminished in the water-3MP
complex. Hence, one can conclude that the overall trend of variation in the calculated XAS spectra
qualitatively agrees with the experimental data.
The major difference in the calculations for these complexes is the relative configuration of water
and organic molecule. While the N atom of 3MP is almost on the axis of O-H for the water-3MP
complex, the N atom of AN is not on the O-H axis for the water-AN complex. In addition, the O-N
distance in the AN-water complex is 1.11 times longer than that of the 3MP-water complex. Because
3MP has a nitrogen atom in the pyridine ring, which can form hydrogen bonds between water
molecules, a linear configuration of O-H and N is the result of an O-H···N hydrogen bond. In the
water-AN complex, the C-N axis of AN is almost parallel to the principal axis of the water molecule,
and hence the configuration of the water-AN complex should correspond to the dipole-dipole
interaction. This calculation result indicates that the missing 2b2 peak structure in the O 1s XAS
spectrum of D2O in 3MP is attributable to perturbation induced by hydrogen bond formation with
3MP, i.e., O-D···N hydrogen bond.
While calculation results for the 1:1 complex show a pronounced 2b2 peak, the experimental XAS
spectra for the AN-water mixture show a broad structure beneath the pronounced peak structure for
2b2 state. For further investigation of the origin of this broad structure, 1:2 complexes were
additionally calculated. As shown in Fig. 2, the calculated results for the 1:2 complex show a
broadened peak structure. In solution, a water molecule should form a complex with more than one
AN molecule through dipole-dipole interactions. It is reasonable to think that multiple interactions of
5
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water molecules with AN molecules are the origin of the broad structure beneath the 2b2 peak. XES
spectra also support this conclusion. XES spectra of D2O/3MP and D2O/AN almost show three peak
structures with narrow widths comparable to gas D2O peaks. One remarkable exception is 3a1. The
peak shape of 3a1 for D2O/AN is different from that of gas phase D2O and D2O/3MP and is a broad
trapezoidal shape. The broad peak shape of 3a1 may imply that there are variations in the
surrounding environment of water due to multiple dipole-dipole interactions.
The influence of hydrogen bonding and dipole interactions on XAS spectra makes O1s XAS a
useful method for detecting the interaction of a water molecule with the surrounding solvent
molecules in a binary solution of water and organic solvent. Using XAS and XES spectra as an
indicator for the interaction between water and organic solvents, the hydrogen bonding of water in
EDA solutions is discussed further.
Compared to AN and 3MP solutions, the EDA solution of water shows a pronounced difference in
XAS and XES spectra. The XAS spectrum shows a broad peak structure in the post-edge region
(539−541 eV). In the XES spectrum, the 1b1 state of the EDA solution has a peak with a shoulder
structure. It is reasonable to exclude the water-water interactions as the origin of the peak structure
in XAS and the shoulder structure in XES because the sample concentration of the EDA solution, X
= 0.1, is even more dilute than the concentration of other sample solutions of AN and 3MP. For
aqueous solutions, hydroxide ions should be listed as a possible reason for the difference in XAS and
XES spectra since the amino groups of amines tend to protonate and generate hydroxide ions in the
solution. However, differently from aqueous solution which contains huge amount of water molecule,
organic solution investigated here only contains quite low amount of water molecule. According to
previous study of Fuchs et al.,7 hydroxide ions (OH− and OD−) in aqueous solution has a peak
structure at around 533.2eV in O1s XAS spectra. In the XAS spectra of EDA solution of water
presented in Fig.1, no peak structure around 533.2eV was observed. Hence, one can conclude that
probability of deprotonation of water molecule in ethylenediamine solution should be negligible.
Hydroxide ions generated in the solution due to deprotonation of water can be also excluded from
the reason of the pronounced difference in XAS and XES spectra. Another possibility is the effect of
core-hole induced dynamics.29 However, it is natural to consider that core-hole induced dynamics are
suppressed by the choice of heavy water for the sample. In addition, the core-hole induced dynamics
of a water molecule at non-resonant excitation is quite small according to experimental studies of
water in the gas phase.38 Indeed, the core-hole induced dynamics is appeared only in XES spectra in
principle. The peak structure in XAS spectra cannot be explained by core-hole dynamics. Hence, the
solvation structure around water molecules remains as an origin of the difference of XAS and XES
in the EDA solution.
While a simple structure of a solvated water molecule with an acceptor hydrogen bond with the
EDA molecule was expected, a previously reported theoretical study using molecular dynamics
concluded that the amino groups of EDA could simultaneously act as a donor and acceptor for
hydrogen bonds.51 In highly diluted EDA solutions of water, water molecules tend to form hydrogen
bonds as a donor because of a lack of acceptor sites.51 Therefore, a hydrogen bond donor should be
included as a possible interaction in addition to the hydrogen bond acceptor; in other words, the
amino groups of EDA would form O-H···N hydrogen bonds in addition to N-H···O hydrogen bonds
with water molecules.
If water molecules in an EDA solution form hydrogen bond as acceptor (N-H···O) in addition to a
hydrogen bond as donor (O-H···N), the experimental results can be explained by the hydrogen
bonding configuration. XAS spectra of the EDA solution show an enhancement of the post-edge
structure, which is also known to be enhanced for ice Ih.6, 52 The hydrogen bond configuration of ice
Ih is a four-fold coordination with four hydrogen bonds (two donors and two acceptors). Because the
hydrogen bond configuration of water molecules in EDA solution becomes two donors-two
acceptors configuration by adding two donor hydrogen bonds to the EDA molecule, one can expect
some part of the water molecule takes a similar configuration as a four-fold coordination.
Interestingly, the post-edge region of the XAS spectra of D2O/EDA is evident compared to that of
liquid water. Based on assignments of the post-edge peak in XAS,6, 52 this result implies the amount
of water with a four-fold coordination hydrogen bond is larger than liquid water. Because the
previous molecular dynamics study51 predicts an increase in the average number of hydrogen bonds
6
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for a water molecule upon the addition of EDA, the enhancement of the post-edge structure is
consistent with the simulation. Finally, we conclude that the experimental results indicate water
diluted in EDA solution has hydrogen bond with both of donor and acceptor between EDA
molecules; i.e. the amino groups of EDA are acting as a donor and acceptor for hydrogen bonds
simultaneously.
It might be interesting to see the connection between the results of X-ray spectroscopy and
ultraviolet absorption, because the temperature dependence of UV absorption detects a red shift of
the lowest energy UV absorption band in liquid water upon increasing temperature.53 In the UV
region, the energy shift of the lowest energy UV absorption band of liquid water was interpreted to
be a result of hydrogen bonding.54 To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports on the direct
observation of a UV absorption band for 3MP and EDA solutions. However, we can compare the
variation of the energy separation between 1b1 in XES spectra and 4a1 in XAS spectra, because the
lowest energy UV absorption band of water corresponds to the electronic excitation between 1b1 and
4a1 MOs.
For a 3MP solution, both of the 1b1 and 4a1 peaks shift toward lower energy for almost the same
amount. Therefore, the variation in the energy separation is small. On the other hand, an EDA
solution shows an energy shift in the main part of the 1b1 peaks toward lower energy without a
further shift of 4a1, i.e., the energy separation increases in the EDA solution. According to the
interpretation of the energy shift in the UV region, the magnitude of the blue shift depends on the
number of acceptor hydrogen bonds, and there is no evident shift due to donor hydrogen bonds.54
While donor hydrogen bonds are the dominant interaction for 3MP solutions, both acceptor and
donor hydrogen bonds coexist in the EDA solution. Therefore, the increase in the energy separation
in the XES and XAS spectra of the EDA solution is consistent with the interpretation of UV
absorption.
Because the electronic state information obtained by XAS and XES was utilized to investigate the
covalent nature of interactions such as metal-ligand bonds in a complex55 and the surface-adsorbate
interaction of adsorbate molecules on a low-temperature clean surface,56 it should be interesting to
seek an indicator of covalency in the obtained spectra of the binary solutions. Although the partial
covalent nature of hydrogen bonds was confirmed experimentally by Compton scattering
experiments, 57, 58 detailed information on how MOs vary due to hydrogen bonds has still not been
revealed.
For occupied states, it is not easy to analyze the XES spectra, especially for liquid water and water
molecules in the EDA solution because of overlapping peaks and peak splitting of the 1b1 peak from
the complex liquid structure. However, there are no evident new features that provide a clue of
covalency in the occupied valence state observed by XES at least. For unoccupied states, the 2b2
orbital shows a pronounced variation as discussed above. In addition, the pre-edge peak
corresponding to the 4a1 orbital, i.e. lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), shows an evident
peak intensity variation. The intensity of the pre-edge peak for the D2O/3MP solution is about 70%
of the peak intensity of D2O/AN. The intensity is further decreased in D2O/EDA solutions and is
about 45% of the intensity of D2O/AN. For pure water, the intensity in the saturation corrected
spectra is about 50% and is slightly higher than that of the water molecules dissolved in EDA. The
pre-edge peak intensity clearly tends to decrease as the number of hydrogen bonds increases; in AN
solution, water molecules dissolve with the dipole-dipole interaction, and there should be no
hydrogen bond. Water molecules diluted in 3MP only have one or two hydrogen bonds as donor.23, 24
For a water molecule in EDA solution, the average number of hydrogen bonds is greater than in pure
liquid water according to the previous molecular dynamics study51.
The pre-edge peak in O1s XAS corresponds to electronic transitions from a core O1s orbital to the
valence MO corresponds to 4a1. The core orbitals such as O1s are strongly localized around the atom
and insensitive to the chemical environment except for an energy level shift known as chemical shift.
Thus, the observed intensity decrease can be directly connected to variation in the 4a1 orbital
(LUMO). These results can be explained by MO mixing of LUMO orbital50, 59 or charge transfer
from acceptor to donor60 associated with hydrogen bonding. However, separate electronic state
information for the acceptor and donor is necessary to make a concrete conclusion about the
covalency of hydrogen bonding. Therefore, X-ray spectroscopy of nitrogen 1s of AN and 3MP in
7
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aqueous solutions may be important and of interest in further investigations.
Conclusion
We investigated D2O water dissolved in AN, 3MP, and EDA at room temperature under
atmospheric pressure using O 1s XES and XAS and successfully detected solvation dependence in
the spectra. Because XAS and XES probe unoccupied and occupied valence electronic states via the
electronic transitions between core and valence orbitals, these results provide information on how
intermolecular interaction affects on valence MOs of water.
Based on the direct comparison of experimental XAS spectra of D2O/3MP and D2O/AN, the
pronounced variation of the unoccupied 2b2 orbital of water diluted in 3MP and AN was assigned to
difference of interactions; while the dipole-dipole interaction is dominant for water diluted in AN,
donor hydrogen bonding is dominant for water diluted in 3MP. The XAS and XES spectra of water
in EDA solution shows a pronounced difference compared to that of AN and 3MP solutions. In XAS
spectra of EDA solutions, an enhancement of the peak structure in the post-edge region, similar to
that seen in ice Ih, was observed. The XES spectrum also detects an evident shoulder structure on the
higher energy side of the 1b1 state. These results can be explained by assuming the amino groups of
ethylenediamine act as an acceptor site for hydrogen bonds from water molecule in addition to donor
site and is consistent with previously reported molecular dynamics study of water/EDA mixture.51
We also found a systematic peak intensity decrease of the pre-edge peak corresponding to the 4a1
orbital (LUMO), which tended to decrease with increasing the number of hydrogen bonds. Although
separate electronic state information on the acceptor and donor of hydrogen bonds is necessary to
make a concrete conclusion, these results can be interpreted by the covalency of hydrogen bonding,
i.e. the mixing of LUMO orbital50, 59 or charge transfer from hydrogen bond acceptor to donor. 60
The present results of solvation dependence demonstrate that the combination of XAS and XES is
a powerful tool to investigate solvation interactions in solution. Further insights into hydrogen
bonding should be obtained through the investigation of a wide variety of hydrogen-bonded
molecules with different inter-atomic distances and bond strengths58 using X-ray spectroscopy.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1
XAS and XES spectra of D2O diluted in AN, 3MP, and EDA mixtures. Concentration of each sample
is indicated by the labels on each spectra. The right panel shows O 1s XAS spectra, and the left
panel shows O 1s XES spectra. Previously reported XAS spectra of H2O water in the gas phase by
Myneni et al.4 and D2O water in the gas phase by Weinhardt et al.38 are also included in the figure
for comparison. XAS spectra of the binary solutions were normalized to the same intensity at a
non-resonant region at ~548 eV. The XES spectrum of the D2O/3MP mixture is a part of the data in
our previous report.22 Concentrations of each sample are indicated in the figure as molar fraction of
D2O.
Figure 2
Calculated O1s XAS spectra for isolated water, water-AN complex (1:1 and 1:2 complex), and
water-3MP complex.
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